Misleading initial histological diagnosis of a polymorphous low-grade adenocarcinoma in situ ex pleomorphic adenoma-a case report.
Polymorphous low-grade adenocarcinoma (PLGA) are frequent tumours of palatinal minor salivary glands. They appear clinically as solid mass located beneath intact surface epithelium, thus quite similar with benign neoplasm. PLGA displays a low tendency of aggressive behaviour. The correct aetiology of this disorder is still unknown. In this contribution, a PLGA is reported which was located in a pleomorphic adenoma (PA). Out of an initially incisional biopsy, only the benign part of the lesion was diagnosed. Definitive histological examination of the whole tumour revealed a small malignant fraction of the specimen besides a major part of benign tissue formations (PA). This case shows the uncertain confidence of incisional biopsy, the variably biologic behaviour of PA, providing hints for consideration of the PLGA aetiology and highlights both the necessity to remove whole PA-like lesions as well as to perform systematically histological examination of whole specimens.